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GOVERNING BOARD
Delta Lakeslde Hotel
Pentlcton, Brltlsh Columbla
September 26-27, 1987

1.

ESC Computer System
(1) The old computer system was sold and a new Maclntosh computer was purchased
and is in operation.
(2) Authorized the purchase of a modem for the new computer system to facilitate
direct communication with regional societies and committee members.

2.

Entomological Society of Canada Foundation
(1) Agreed that there would be no
to forming an Entomological Society of
Canada Foundation .

3. Joint Publication with Canadian Phytopatholog ical Society
(1)
Steering Committee consisting of J.A. Garland , W.J . Turnock and R. Vernon was
appointed to work with the Canadian Phytopatholog ical Society on the publication
on disease and insect pests of fruits and

4.

Nominations
for 1988
For 1988 only, the report of the Nominations Committee is to be sent with the
January issue of the Canadian Entomologist and further nominations must reach
the Secretary no later than March 15, 1988.

(1)

5. Bilingua/ism in ESC
(1)

The report as prepared by the Ad Hoc Comm ittee was accepted and ;the recommendations are being implemented.

6.

B.C.C.
(1) Recommended that ESC withdraw from the B.C.C. Congress in 1990 because ofthe
lack of participation by other scientific societies.

7.

Guidelines for Student Paper Competitions
(1)
the following guidelines : 1. The student must be enrolled in a graduate
degree program or
graduated from the program less than six months pre2. The student must be the principal
and principal author of the
paper. 4. The student does not need to be a member of the Entomological Society of
Canada.

8.

Membership
(1) The new modified application form was
and distribute the form .

and authority granted to produce

Scholarship Application
(1) Authorized the Scholarship Committee to
the necessary changes.

the application form and to make

9.

September 30, 1987

1.

Executive Council
Approved the Executive Council as proposed : E.C. Becker, President; G.G.E. Scudder,
Past-President; D.C . Eidt, First Vice-President; and J.N. McNeil, Second Vice-President.

2.

Trustees
Approved the trustees lor 1987-88 as proposed : D.E. Bright, Treasurer;
Scientilic Editor; R.B. Aiken, Bulletin Editor; and J.A. Shemanchuk, Secretary.

3.

Committees and Representatives
Approved committees and
list will be published in the Bulletin .

Ewen ,

lor 1987-88 as proposed by the President.

4.

Budget

5.

of the Employment Committee
committee 5 members to be struck by the President to recommend restructuring
the Employment Committee.

6.

Student
Recommended that the President appoint
ad hoc committeeto develop guidelines lor
awarding travel grants to graduate students.

7.

Next
Council Meeting
The next Executive Council Meeting will be held in April 1988.

8.

Next Governing Board Meeting
Announced that the next Governing Board meeting will be held at the University
British Columbia on Saturday and Sunday, July 2 and 3, 1988 at 0900 hrs.

9.

Next
General Meeting
Announced that the 38th Annual General Meeting will be held at the University
Columbia on July 6, 1988, at 1730 hrs.

the budget lor 1988 as presented by the Treasurer.
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MINUTES OF

ANNUAL GENERAL
Delta Lakeside Hotel
Penticton, Brltlsh Columbia
September 29, 1987

President G .G.E. Scudder called the meeting to order at 1530 hrs. There were about 75
members in attendance.
1.

Notice of Meeting
The notice ofthis meeting was published in the December issue of Volume 18, 1986, and
March and June issues of Volume 19, 1987 of the Bulletin .

2. Additions to Agenda and Approva/ of Agenda
J.A . Shemanchuk
accepted .

and P.W. Riegert seconded that the agenda as amended be

Carried.
3.

Deceased Members
moment of silence was observed in memory of Laurie
Smith , Robert John Heron ,
Arthur C. Sheppard , Eric F. Kiteley, George Maybee, Harold F. Madsen, J. Howard ,
Phil ips, and Herbert
Habeeb.

4.

Minutes of 36th Annua/ General Meeting
R.H . Gooding moved and J.C. Conroy seconded that the minutes of the 36th Annual
General Meeting as printed in March 1987 issue (Volume 19) of the Bulletin be adopted.
Carried.

5.

Business Arising from the Minutes
There was no business arising from the minutes.

6.

Report of the Governing Board
President G .G.E. Scudder presented a report on behalf of the
Board which
will be publ ished in the Bulletin at a later date .
G .G .E. Scudder moved and J .A. Shemanchuk seconded that the President's report
be accepted .
Carried.

7.

Auditor's Report
D.E. Bright reported that the Auditor's Report was published in the December 1986
(Volume 19) issue of the Bulletin.
D.E. Bright moved and G .H. Gerber seconded that the Auditor's Report as printed be
accepted .
Carried.

8. Elections Committee Report
J.A. Shemanchuk read the Elections Committee report. Those elected were:
Second Vice-President- J.N. McNeil
Directors-at-Large- G .H. Gerber,
Angerilli
For Fellowship Committee - J.S. Kelleher,
Harris
For Honorary Membership - E.G. Monroe, H.G. Wylie
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J.A. Shemanchuk
and R. Cannings seconded that the Election Committee report
be accepted and the ballots destroyed .
Carried.

9. Report from

C. C.

Dr. Clarence Madhosingh,
from B.C .C. presented a report outlining the
organization and function of B.C.C. as an umbrella organization for biologists in Canada. He pointed out that in the last few years there has been a decline in membership in
the organization and along with economic constraints the existence of B.C.C. is in
jeopardy. Dr. Madhosingh solicited full support by the Entomological Society of Canada
members.

10.

tnstallation of Officers
President G.G.E. Scudderturned the
E.C. Becker as the incoming President
to
of the Society. The new President, E.C. Becker, thanked G.G.E. Scudderfor his
the Society and asked G.E. Ball to escort J.H. McNeil, Second Vice-President, to the dais.

11 .

Appointment of Auditor
D.E. Bright
and
Danks seconded that McCay, Duff, and Company be retained
by the Society as auditors for 1987.
Carried.

12.

Resolutions
President E.C. Becker asked D.L. Struble to present the resolutions on behalf of the
Society.

Resolutions:
Whereas the Entomological Society of British Columbia at its 86th Annual Meeting
1.
has
the Washington State Entomological Society to hold its 33rd and the
Entomological Society of Canada its 37th Annual Meetings in Penticton, B.C.
Be it
that the Society express its gratitude to the E.S.B .C. for this
to a memorable meeting.

2.

Whereas the Organizing Committee of these meetings, though few in number, has
done the work of many to make this international exchange of knowledge and
friendship possible
Be it
that the Society thank Dr. Nello Angerilli , General Chairman; Dr.
McCullen , Program Chairman; Joan Cossentine, Local Arrangements Chairperson; Arnold Dyck, Treasurer; Fred Banham; Visual Aid and Special Groups and
their hard working assistants for their worthy efforts.

3.

Whereas the staff of the Delta Lakeside Hotel has
food and facilities for this
meeting
Be it
that the Society express its thanks for these excellent

4.

Whereas the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council and many other
aided the Societies with donations
contributors
Be it
that the Entomological Society of Canada express its gratitude
for these generous contributions.

5.

Whereas the meeting disseminated much new information on many aspects of
entomology
Be it
that the Society thanks the Heritage, Plenary, and symposium
speakers and all those who presented papers and posters at this meeting .

D .L. Struble
tee be accepted .

and

lsman seconded that the report ofthe Resolutions Commit-

Carried.
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13.

Other Business
13.1 Bilingualism in the Society
J .C.
and B.D. Fraser
Society be accepted as
the
the rules be appropriately changed and
Carried.

that the report on
issue of the
(Volume 19)

By-Laws, Rules,

the
that

Committee

13.2 Restructure of Employment Committee
G.H . Gerber
and C.
seconded that the
of the
Committee be
to
Affairs Committee and the appropriate
be made to the rules
Carried.
14.

By-Laws, Rules, and

Notice of 38th Annual Meeting of ESC
14.1 The 38th
General Meeting will be held in
1730-1830 hrs with the
place to be

Committee

B.C. on July 6, 1988 at
at a later date.
Action: J .A.

14.2 1989 Annua/ Meeting
The 39th
Meeting will be St.
1989 held
with the
Entomological Society.

October of

J .A. Shemanchuk
15.

Adjournment
The 37th
General Meeting
seconded by J.C .

at 1720 hrs on a motion by P.W. Riegert and

5

38th Annual General Meetings
The Annual General Meeting of the Entomological Society of Canada will be held on
July 6, 1988 at the
of Briti5h Columbia ,
Briti5h Columbia, at 1730 hr5.
Matter forcon5ideration of thi5 meeting orfor the
Board Meeting to be held on
July 2 and 3, 1988, at the
of Briti5h Columbia,
Briti5h Columbia, 5hould
be 5ent to the Secretary, Mr. J .A. Shemanchuk, Agriculture Canada Re5earch Station,
3000 Main, Lethbridge, Alberta, T1J 481 .

38e Reunion Generale Annuelle
Reunion Generale Annuelle de la Societe d'Entomologie du Canada aura lieu le 6
juillet a
de Colombie Britannique 1730 h.
Le conseil de direction sa reunira le 2 et 3 juillet 1988. Tous sujets pour etre con5idere5
etre soumi5 au 5ecretaire, M.J .A. Shemanchuk, Station de recherches, Agriculture
Canada, C .P. 3000, Lethbridge, Alberta,
J 481.
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Executive Council Meeting
The mid-term meeting of the
Council will be held in April , 1988. Matter5 for
con5ideration at the meeting 5hou ld be 5ent to the Secretary, Mr. J.A. Shemanchuk, Agriculture Canada Research Station ,
3000 Main, Lethbridge, Alberta, T1J 481 .
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Reunion de I'Executif-Conseil
Avis
La reunion mi-5eme5tre de I'Executif-Con5eil aura lieu
1988. Tou5 sujet5 pour
etre considere5
etre 5oumis au secretaire de la Societe, M.J.A. Shemanchuk, Station
de recherches , Agriculture Canada, C.P. 3000, Lethbridge, Alberta, T1J 481 .
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BIOLOGICAL SURVEY OF CANADA
ARTHROPODS)
Report
The Scientific Committee met in Ottawa on 15-16 October 1987. Recent
are reported below. fuller account of the meeting appears in the Spring 1988 issue of the
Newsletter of the Biolog ical
of Canada (Terrestrial Arthropods) .
Notes on selected sclentlflc projects.

11/ustrated keys to the families of arthropods in Canada
The first fascicle in this series will be published in 1988.
D .K. McE. and G .G .E.
Scudder. 1988. lllustrated keys to the families of terrestrial arthropods in Canada. 1. Myriapods. Biological
of Canada
Arthropods) . Ottawa.]

1.

2. Aquatic insects of freshwater wetlands in Canada
volume on this subject was published since the meeting. [Rosenberg , D .M. and H .V.
Danks (Eds.). 1987. Aquatic insects of peatlands and marshes in Canada . Mem. ent. Soc. Can.
140. 174pp.]

3. Arthropods of peatlands in Canada.
ldentification of the fauna of the Wagner Bog near Edmonton continues; 3000-4000
species are estimated to
in the bog. Samples
been taken for comparison from a bog
in N .W. Alberta. symposium on peatland arthropods is planned for the 1990 Entomological
Societies' Annual Meeting in Banff.

4. Arthropods of Canadian grasslands
symposium on grasslands arthropods and the Grasslands National Park area in S.W.
Saskatchewan was held at the 1987 Annual Meeting of the Entomological Society of Saskatchewan in Saskatoon .

5. Arthropods of Canadian springs
Some publications on Canadian springs
been completed. (e.g . Williams, D.D. and
Williams. 1987. Trichoptera from cold freshwater springs in Canada: records and comments. Proc. ent. Soc. Ont. 118). symposium on athropods of springs will take place at the
1989 Entomological Societies' Annual Meeting in St. John's.
Other sclentlflc prlorltles

Climatic change
Additional contacts
been established with interested
in
and
other agencies to attempt to finalize a workshop on climate change that includes biological
components.

1.

2.

Fauna of Beringia
lnitial contacts

been made with

scientists .

Secretarlat
The 1987 round of
to entomological centres by H.V. Danks was completed afterthe
meeting . Useful informal discussion of the
scientific projects and other ideas took
place, and Dr. Danks also presented lectures or seminars on a
of topics.
Llalson and exchange of lnformatlon wlth other organlzatlons

National Museum of Natural Sciences
Dr.
Cumbaa, Acting Assistant Director for Collections and Research of the
National Museum of Natural Sciences, reported that much current
in the Museum
elates to the change of the museums currently within the National Museums of Canada into
autonomous institutions.
interim curator for the insect collection would soon be hired on
1.
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contract, and a staff curator should be in place in about 2 years, since care of the insect
collection is a priority in the Museum .
Biosystematics Research Centre
Dr. Robert Trottier, Director of the Biosystematics Research Centre, reported that discipline/taxonomically orientated units, with curation and basic taxonomic research,
been
retained in the Centre, but the former sections
been disbanded. lnstead 6 projects
been identified within which major national
will be
The
changes accord with a recent research strategy for Agriculture emphasizing focussed effort
and cooperation .

2.

Societies interested in possible expansion of the Survey
article has been prepared by the Canadian Society of Zoologists and published in that
society's Bulletin to inform members about the
The Canadian Botanical Association
has written to the Museum noting the strong interest of the Association in a biological
for plants.

3.

4.

Other organizations
was
at the meeting about the Canad ian Forestry
the
National Sciences and Engineering Research Council, the XVIIIth lnternational Congress of
Entomology, and recent
with respect to a possible biological
of the
U.S.A. The
is also in touch with Soil
Canada, the Association of
Systematics Collections, and other organizations.
Other ltems

Other items discussed by the Committee included an application for establishment of a
Biological
Foundation (pending), workshops on the fauna in cooperation with the
Biosystematics Research Centre,
in different regions of the country,
and a possible joint exhibit at the lnternational Congress that would include information
about the
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CONTROL OF
COLORADO
BEETLE,
Leptlnotarsa decemllneata (SA
LEARNING FROM
SOVIET EXPERIENCE
Gilles Boiteau
Agriculture Canada, Research Station,
Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada

20280,

The Colorado potato beetle,
decemlineata (Say) , is a
new in5ect
pest in USSR . lt did not reach the border of the country until the mid-19405 and it is only in the
late 19505 that it was 5een to present a 5erious threat.
initial attempts at a quarantine
failed to contain the beetle. By 1964, it had reached
at the center of the republic of
Ukraine which , alone, produces 1 ,000,670,000 ha of potatoes. I nsecticides had to be used to
try to eliminate the new pest and then simply to control it.
in North America , organochlorine5, organophosphates, carbamate5 and recently pyrethroids
been used again5t the
beetle. Pre5ently the Colorado potato beetle is considered the main insect pest on potatoes in
most of the
Union . ln Ukraine, for example , those fields left without protection would
suffer 66%
yield lo5se5. Similarly, in Canada, it i5 the major insect defoliator of the
potato crop and could cause 30-50% los5es in yield if not controls were applied (Stermeroff
and George 1983) .
The two countrie5 5hare more than an insect pe5t. The potato producing area5 of the5e
countrie5 5hare 5imilar climate5 . Warm and cool
potato growing regions
their
counterparts in Canada (Fig . 1; Wern5tedt 1972) . Mo5t Canadian potato growing areas
experience the
cool climate of Ukraine, Byelorussia and Russia.
the
warmer climate of
can be found in some region5 of Canada. ln Southern USSR ,
there are two and sometime5 three generations of Colorado potato beetle wherea5 in Central
USSR, as in northeastern Byeloru5sia and Rus5ia, there are only one and a half generations.
ln
beetle populations are high and mu5t be controlled year after year. This is
probably due to the warm cli mate, 60-70%
5ucces5 and the
of other
susceptible ho5t crop5 like tomatoes and eggplant5 in thi5 region of highly
agriculture. n Ukraine and Byelorussia, there is only one generation on most of the territory but two
in the western section where it i5 warmer. The population dynamics of the Colorado potato
beetle in
region5 with 1- 1 y, generations
and
1987)
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FIG. 1. Comparison of the
Union.
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monthly temperatures (° F) in selected cities from Canada and the
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\

\

with those in most of the Canadian territory (Fig. 2) but those in Southern USSR
et
al. 1986)
with some regions of Ontario where two generations of beetles can
There exists, therefore, a rationale for comparing the Canadian experience and the
experience concerning the management of the potato beetle. Let us see what can be
learned from such a comparison.

I

JUNE

I

JULY

j

AUGUST

I

SEPTEMBER

OVERWINTERING

EGGS

LARVAE

----

PUPAE

ADULTS

EGGS

LARVAE

PUPAE
ADULTS

FIG. 2. Seasonal occurrences of stages of Leptinotarsa decemlineata (Say) in New Brunswick, Canada
(
and Moldavia, Soviet Union ( - - - ) .

Chemical control. As in Canada (Boiteau et al. 1987) , chemical control is the main line of
defense against the Colorado potato beetle in USSR. ln regions that require control year after
insecticidal sprays are applied on long season varieties and two to three on
year, four to
short season ones . ln Ukraine, only one to two sprays are usually required . This is not
significantly different from Canada where three to nine sprays are applied against all insect
recommend pyrethroids the most, at rates similar
pests (Stemeroff and George 1983) .
to those in the Canadian protection guides.
resistance is becoming a more and more important problem; a more widespread problem than in Canada (Boiteau et al. 1987). Resistance is
differentially in
regions. The western section of USSR, where the beetle has been present
the
for a
period of time, suffers most from resistance . ln Ukraine, for example, three zones
of decreasing
of insecticide resistance have been establ ished : the west, bordering
Poland , where growers were the first to apply insecticides against the
beetles; the
central part; and the south, near the Kri mean border. Researchers have calculated that USSR
beetle populations can
resistance to pyrethroids n 8-15 generations, depending on
location .
Scientists are trying to get around the problem of res istance by searching for less toxic
insecticides, products effective in smaller quantity, and ways of reducing the number of
insecticide applications. Research on the technology of spray application is also under way,
especially in Ukraine. There most spray applications are done at ultra-low
with a mist
blower sprayer
by the lnstitute of Plant Protection at
Elsewhere, as in
Canada, the hydraulic sprayer is still the standard for ground application and there is
reluctance to adopt the mist blowers because of concerns about a possible increase in drift.
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to
are being sought. The
properties of some of the
fungicides used
early and late blight are
are
studied .
according to Byelorussian
these fungicides
effect only
low
population
of beetles, thereby limiting their role .
research
that the rates of insecticides required
potato
to the beetle may be lower than
These results are
by those
the
of pest
a recent
study by
suggests that this is not a
Carter (1987)
that
was less
partially
plants
on susceptible
ln the USSR the
ofthe
of the health of the workers from toxic
chemicals
consideration by the
the researchers .
Products, such as
aldicarb , registered
are
registered USSR
for health
fact, almost
granular insecticides are used on potatoes .

Entomophagous bio/ogical control agents. The role of the
predator fauna
the
of the Colorado potato beetle is considered of
at commercially damaging pest population
Just as in North America,
oft'he natural enemies
of the beetle seem to
accompanied it
its spread
USSR . The South American
egg parasite, Edovum puttleri Grissell , was introduced as a possible predator but studies
it
Because it is
polyphagous, the Colorado potato beetle eggs
which it feeds
to be produced
the mass
costs . The two-spotted
bug, Peril/us bioculatus (Fabricius), is another nonpolyphagous predator
for the control of the potato beetle. This
predator was introduced to the
from
where it is a local and sporadic
predator of the potato beetle . First releases were directed against the
of the beetle; it
the eggs.
seems now that it might be more
The most
entomophagous control agent is the
soldier bug , Podisus
maculiventris (Say) ,
from the United States.
colon ies
been
successfully for
years.
from the laboratory are released
fields at the
summer so they
their
through exposure to the
Field releases in experimental plots of eggplant
potato
successful . Approximately 100,000
of the predator are released per ha against the eggs
and the
of the beetle .
are preferred to adults for releases because
too many of the latter fly away.
stages disperse only
some 6m 2 sufficient to ensure
good field
This predator is considered of great potential for the producers of new
potatoes. Buyers of
potatoes tend to be more health
and are especially
attracted by these potatoes that
not been treated chemically. They are ready to pay more
for the product. New potatoes sell for approximately $1.40/ kg
$0.22/ kg for late potatoes.
This
makes it possible to bear the extra cost of biological
This research is
limited to
the scientists there and
the other
that
gous biological
would be of little
the cooler
of the
Canada, the potential of entomophagous
agents
the potato beetle is
more limited. First, the
control
of potato beetle significantly (Boiteau 1983) .
the
data suggest that the release of mass-reared
predators of the potato beetle
be expected to be successful outside of the few
of
where the warm climate allows the
of two
of beetles .
Microbial control agents.
microbial
for
years . Presently, they see Bacil/us thuringiensis as the most promising microbiological
control
strain of Bacillus thuringiensis thuringiensis
was first
introduced from France in the early 1970s. Studies resulted
a commercial
called
which has
used successfully
lt is offered as dry powder, 45
milliard spores/ g with
exotoxin
of 0.6-0.8%. lt is applied at 203 kg / ha, sprayed at a
rate of 200-300 L/ ha with
sprayers
50-100 L/ha by
Fewer
than with the insecticides are usually required: 2-3
the
The 1st spray is
applied at
of 8
100 plants; the 2nd at 16
the 3rd if there are
more. The bacteria must be applied against the first two
because they are more
susceptible
the later
because
do not die immediately. The
between
is 6-8 days.
must be repeated after
are applied later
thuringiensis, when there are approximately 20
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Presently,
thuringiensis is used on only 150,000-200,000 ha of potatoes (at 3% of the
surface planted)
year but it is expected that it will
be used on 50% of the
acreage . lts use has been particularly widespread in the last 4-5 years. lt is used principally by
producers of new potatoes and on
farms with fields close to habitations or
there might be dangers of
contamination .
of new strains producing more toxins.
Research is now oriented toward the
One of their experimental formulation contains 10% -exotoxin compared to the 0.6-0.8% of
the commercial formulation and would require only 200-400 g of formulation / ha. They are
waiting for registration. The possible mutagenic effects of -exotoxins are taken seriously but
not considered sufficiently probable to alter the distribution of the product. Allergic reactions
to the product by the people working in production plants
been
but this is not
considered important for the field applicators as long as they follow standard protection
procedures.
Nobody in USSR is willing to talk of pest resistance to
thuringiensis but they recommend different rates against the beetle populations from different zones. Higher rates are
required in the areas that were first colonized by the beetle. Scientists seem quite certain that
these differences in susceptibility are not the result of different
conditions but
indeed the result of exposures of
durations to a range of chemicals.
Another important microbial control agent is the fungus
bassiana that is
marketed as
a dry powder with some 2 milliard spores/ g and applied at 2 kg/ ha. lt is
sprayed on plants in June-July when there is
emergence of the first two
instars.
must not be applied at temperatures higher than 26° C. The number of applications can
from 1-3 at
of 7-8 days. They recommend its application with the insecticide
Chlorophos (4 kg/ ha) to lower beetle numbers and weaken the remaining population.
Because of the complexity of the production technology and the resulting high cost of the
product, the industry is not interested in its mass production. As a result,
though
is recommended in the protection guides, it is practically not in use. Scientists remain
interested by the product but
few studies are being done.
contrast, in Canada, there has been almost no interest in microbial control of the
potato beetle until
recently and no product is registered . Bacterial agents
in
the United States
been tested during the last three years and some offer good potential
(Anonymous 1986; Morris et al. 1986; Duchesne and Boiteau 1987).
Economic thresholds. ln the southern part of
and further south in the USSR where
the potato beetle is a problem
year and where controls are required
year, there is
no need for economic thresholds. ln such cases, it is more important to optimize the timing of
the insecticide applications than to determine economic thresholds . ln the central and
northern zones, the importance of the beetle as a pest
Around Moscow, for example,
the abundance of the beetle peaked in 1982-83. All the territory had to be treated . The
abundance has since declined so much that in 1986, no potato fields in the Moscow area
required treatment against the beetle. There, a general threshold of 20
with 10%
of the plants infested is recommended. Scientists are now at work establishing thresholds for
each
knowing that in some
defoliation inferior to 20% can actually stimulate
yield .
Most of the Canadian beetle populations
from year to year or
longer periods.
For example , only 0-40% of the fields in New Brunswick hosted the beetle in the 1970s but
since 1980 an
of 70% of the fields are colonized by it (Boiteau 1987) . Economic
thresholds are, therefore, important for Canadian producers. Studies here in Fredericton
(Boiteau , unpublished) and in Manitoba (Senanayake and Holliday 1984) suggest that thresholds can be
lower than those determined in USSR and will fluctuate considerably
depending on the growing conditions.
Cultural control.
scientists
reached international recognition in plant breeding.
they do not expect any major breakthrough in the search for potato
resistant to the Colorado potato beetle. The interest seems to
turned towards tolerant
ln fact , the state is discussing the add ition of pest tolerance to the list of requirements (speci f ic
quality, yield , etc.) that new
must meet or surpass to be
legally licensed .
USSR does
a
resistant to the Colorado potato beetle: Zapebo. lt was obtained
by chance, not as the result of a well planned breeding program . lt is a late
and is
widely used. lt originates in part from wild stock and possesses a better regene rating ability
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the other commercial
reduced .
Modeling. For more
beetle
the beetle or forecase its
of the
its

Also, the fertility of the beetles
a quarter of a
algorithms

experts
to describe the
the

Zapebo is
the Colorado potato
of
the success
research establish-

it seems that they possess good
models . For example,
some
areas these models are used to
the potato growers 20-25 days ahead of time of
the
will be at a suitable stage
these models do
succeed
well at
whether or
they will be
to justify
This
difficulty at
the
is attributed
to the
of weather
of the models .
Concluslon
Because of the climatic similarities
the
similar
of the
Colorado potato beetle,
the USSR face a similar
problem .
though this problem is more
USSR
agricultural research has
more efforts to the Colorado potato beetle
agriculture
possibly
agriculture. The size of this effort is probably related great part to the size of
their potato
the USSR produces 28 times as
potatoes as
it is the world leader
1985) . fact , this may
the major
for
to limit their studies to chemical
methods of the
Colorado potato beetle.
the
are, the USSR has accumulated a wealth of
which is applicable to
The two countries share similar research orientations and efforts in the
of
chemical and cultural control, the
and establishment of economic thresholds, and
the
of population forecasting models. Collaboration in these areas could only
help reduce unnecessary
efforts. Also, similar tests performed on different
increase our confidence in the generality of certain findings.
The multifaceted and lengthy experience of
scientists in biological control should
guide us in establishing the
of our own fledgling research
the subject. For
example,
suggest that entomophagous biocontrol agents would
potential only in the southern regions of Ontario (at least for the species studied so far) , the
rest of the country being too cold .
The large-scale usage of Baci/lus thuringiensis in USSR
the need to
on
rates for the
being
for North America. Their
a regional basis the
data also tell us to proceed cautiously with the
of microb ial insecticides. The
of
producers- probably not that
from
producers -is
still
them hesistant to accept this
technique. Baci/lus thuringiensis does
not kill the pest immediately
its initial cost is higher
for insecticides. The extra cost
from the extra yield
Ukraine, a 3-year study showed that
can actually be
yields obtained with 8 . thuringiensis were 1.8 t/ha higher than with insecticides). But it takes
time to
growers. These are problems that
agriculture must be ready to
face if microbials are to be introduced . There are other problems:
though
thuringiensis is a biological compound,
figures suggestthat resistance is not impossible and that
users that do not wear adequate protection might be indisposed.
Continued exchanges of
and information
the
ofthe Colorado
potato beetle
potatoes could
be beneficial .

Between 15 July and 7 Aug 1987, I had the
to
research scientists
specializing in the
of the Colorado potato beetle, Leptinotarsa decemlineata (Say) , in
three USSR establishments : AII-Union Research lnstitute for Biological Methods of Plant
at
in
Ukrainian lnstitute of Plant Protection at
and the
Scientific Research lnstitute
Protection at Minsk. This article relates my
impressions after touring these centers.
statements are personal communiduring the
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WORKING PAPER
CANADA AGRICUL TURAL RESEARCH
AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
Crltlque prepared by the Sclence Pollcy Commlttee of the Entomologlcal Soclety
of Canada at the request of Agrlculture Canada
The

paper
that Agriculture
is
towards a more
agricultural system with the
research
and a better system for
Although a
is already
between Ag riculture
each of the
the working paper
formalof the
The roles of the federal
the
ties,
are to be
major
is to get the most out of research
resources with a
of
a maximum of teamwork
of
facilities . The
Society of Canada regards these goals as
Specifically, we are pleased to read of
about
of the resource base
that Agriculture
that
agricultural practices
to the problem . We share the
about food quality
impacts, partly
because
our
of the
hazards of pest
We
the
for long term work because detailed basic studies ultimately yield the greatest
We support the idea of
we
with
the
of Agriculture
a
chair. We see the
of
work as a
step because some of the greatest
in our
resulted from
with people in other
such as
climatologists,
pathologists,
chem ists, horticulturalists,
others
of course, farmers . We see as
this
towards long-range
to
adequate food supply forfuture
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Basic assumptions
We
problems with some of the basic assumptions behind this document. 11 is
completely
that the major problem in agricultural research is not lack of cooperation and duplication of effort, nor inadequate adoption of new technologies that result, but
that there is not enough research.
in scientific research in Canada, based on G
is only a third to half that in other
and industrialized countries . Agriculture
Canada should be
the strongest arguments possible to
the federal
that its promise to increase its own " R & D" funding
to 2.5% of GNP would be
an excellent
in the future . Canadians are not research conscious , but they are well
enough informed to be
by the
that is readily
The document indicates a miscomprehension about the nature of research, and the
degree to which it can and cannot be directed . The stated goals of flexibility,
to change , and commodity and economic criteria for
research directions conflict
with the stated goal of long-term research responsibility for Agriculture Canada. New commodity areas are not likely to arise from research whose direction is selected in
on
the basis of
market opportunities , if they can be identified. These opportunities and
economic criteria may
bases for
in marketing existing commodities,
but, by their
nature, they are too short-sighted to identify new promising research
opportunities.
lt seems implicit in the context ofthe working papers that scientists can be reassigned in
the same way as clerks. This is not so. Scientific
and spontaneity
on intellectual security . lt is preferable that programs and goals be identified within a sufficiently long
time frame that attrition and recruitment can be the main mechanisms of research redirection .
The idea of "multiple careers " is a
concept, that at worst could reflect the general
of many research managers to how scientists work .
There is an apparent misconception that emphasis can be shifted to technology as
distinct from science, particularly biotechnology (the current bandwagon) with a subsequent
increase in
to agriculture. ln the short term, this may be true, but technology feeds on
basic scientific research, and the result would be a withering of technology. Biotechnologists
are like modellers; without basic research they lack the fundamental data with which to
produce realistic results . There are people who would
that Canada can do
well by
basing its technologies on imported scientific knowledge . But then Canada would always be
about two years behind, and emmigration of disillusioned intellectuals would accelerate, an
unacceptable scenario in a highly
world in which trade barriers are being negotiated away.
Major omissions
Lack of any serious consideration of human resources is a major omission . The working
paper mentions only that some researchers migh
to change their disciplines to adjust
agricultural manpowerto new research emphases. lt is clearly desirable from a management
point of
to be able to
staff from one discipline to another, but this is a
difficult
thing to do with
results . Basic biological and long-term research, which are
identified as the future research emphases of Agriculture Canada, are areas where it normally
takes
years of study and experience for a scientist to reach maximum
The resultant setbacks would forego cost
in most research scenarios, especially one where research emphasis is on teams, and progress is dependent on parallel
progress among the disciplines
There is no mention of the regulation of supply of trained people in the right fields , and
how to utilize, not waste, those that society has educated and trained at considerable
expense. We would hope that " more
use ... graduate students, and postdoctoral
fellows" means that such people will become lifetime assets to agriculture and will not be
exploited for short-term
Thereare
references to increased
in agricultural research ,
and greater utilization of
expertise in departments other than agriculture. lt is not
clear how this is to be done without new financial resources, nor how Agriculture Canada will
deal with the many
and
departments, which do not
a single
ln addition to
and local problems and those requiring long-term work, Agricul ture Canada should accept responsibility for research on problems that are national and
regional, regardless of the time commitment. Agricultural pests and other problems do not
recognize boundaries. This point is made in the document, but it is not considered explicitly
in the definition of responsibilities .
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Throughout the document there is mention of increased emphasis on public and environmental protection. Environmental and health concerns were among the priorities of most
of the provinces. However, there is no apparent commitment implicit in the directions it is
proposed that research should take.
a question at the meeting held in Fredericton , 27
October 1987, the reply was that Agriculture Canada is aware and concerned but does no
environmental work directly.
Specific comments
1. ln the Executive Summary, p.2, the clients need to be defined. The strategy of Agriculture
Canada could differ profoundly, depending on whether the clients are farmers, industry
(it is
quite clear whether the producers, the processors or both is meant), everybody
in agriculture, or the people of Canada.
2. At the top of page 3, "benefits" needs to be defined . ln practice, benefits are treated as
financial benefits, which we hope includes sociological, but scientific and intellectual
benefits need to be stressed .
3.

The provincial perspectives and priorities as presented on page 3 of the Executive
Summary and in part 3 were apparently established independently, judging by the
extreme variability of style and depth . With the benefit of seeing what other provinces
highlighted , a second round should produce a more carefully conceived list foreach .

4.

The new mission statement forthe Research Branch
improvethe long-term marketability of Canadian agricultural products" and the elaboration on the statement on page
4, are not compatible with the goals of long-term and innovative research ofthe sort that
leads to new commodities.

5.

much emphasis on involvement of agribusiness, producers, and processors in the
research planning process could lead to the loss of control by Agriculture Canada to the
private sector. Only Agriculture Canada can priorize research for the best interests of
Canada , whereas the private sector is motivated solely to make money for itself. lt must
be ensured that research money from industry goes to research , not other A-base activities.

6. That Agriculture Canada is to accept its key role in long term research should not be
interpreted to mean that all university research in agriculture should be shortterm and of
immediate applicability. Although research grants and student tenures are short term,
work done is often a step in a long-term program with a long-term goal, to which
dedication is assured by tenured university researchers.
7.

We
reservations about some research now done by Agriculture Canada being
moved into the private sector. Work contracted out is often substandard and expensive
because the motivation of contractors and consultants is to make money, and they lack
the dedication found in most government and university scientists. The private sector
would also be reluctant to take over outmoded facilities involved in any transfer of
research from Agriculture Canada.

8. Under the heading, New Directions, scientists and money are the key to mobilizing
multidisciplinary teams at a small number of establishments. Yet thefederal government
is reducing both . lmplicit in the statement in this section , is the need for a large vertically
integrated team ; a particularly large basic component to providethe drive, highly innovative people to apply the science to the new technology, and people who can apply useful
new technology at all levels from production to packaging . There is no suggestion of
whether these establishments will include resources other than those of Agriculture
Canada , nor how the teams might be constituted and disciplined.
9.

entomologists, centralization is not always wise, if for no other reason than that
producers' problems must frequently be addressed locally.

10. The cropand animal strategies listed on pages 8 and 9of part 2 seem to run countertothe
statement at the top of page 4, part 1, "[not] solely for the purpose of increasing the
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quantity offood ." Questions of food safety and quality, conservation, and environmental
are overlooked.
11 . The statement on pest management is good, but one cannot lose sight of the continuing
need for data with which to do these things. Pest management is both regional and local,
and a small isolated farmer should idealistically be entitled to the same quality of
research-derived information and assistance as a large grower in a specialized cropgrowing area.
12.

Long-term climatic change is a subject of more than passing interest to entomologists.
The Biological Survey of Canada
Arthropods) is planning a workshop on the
subject. The Canadian Forestry Service is interested, but Agriculture Canada seemed
indifferent when approached by the Survey. The brief statement on page 6 of part 1 is
encouraging, because the Entomological Society of Canada sees the need for advance
planning through research as vital.

13. ln the context of animal research , pest and parasite control is not mentioned, although
we concede that this could be a level of detail inappropriate for this document.
14. The statement on biological resources is too cryptic. The vital role of systematists in
understanding our fauna and flora seems unappreciated. Their role is fundamental to
appreciation of the genetic resources with which agriculturalists work, and provides the
foundation for ecology, which in turn provides or should provide the rationale for
horticulture, crop science,
science, and pest management.
Conclusions
lt should be of serious concern where Agriculture Canada is going to find the financial,
and intellectual resources to assume a national coordinating rolethat includes the
the universities, and industry. lt is widely perceived that Agriculture Canada does notcoordinate its own activities very well, without undertaking the coordination of all agricultural
research and technology transfer in Canada. ln some provinces, such as Manitoba, federalprovincial coordination is weak. The division of the department by regions has handicapped
cooperation between regions, and where research related to a single crop has been centred at
a single research station, such as potatoes at Fredericton, with the commendable intention of
achieving concentrated teamwork, service to the industry elsewhere has suffered . Secondary
effects have been the neglect of other commodities in the area of the station and the
discouragement of innovative agriculture
other crops.
lt is
to us that implementation of this plan will result in a further administrative
superstructure over the scientists and technologists who actually develop and
the
fruits of research to the agricultural community. There is a real danger that some time and
money now allocated to research will be transferred to administration and coordination . This
would compound the situation observed in the Neilson Report that Agriculture Canada is
and under-managed ." We do not interpret this to mean there are toofew
managers. According to
statistics, the Professionallnstitute of the Public Service
of Canada determined that in the ten years ending in 1985, the number of managers and
administrators within federal research establishments increased by over 3.5 times while the
number of scientists increased by only 11%. We advocate the opposite, allocation of administration and management positions to research positions. lt was stated by an Agriculture
Canada senior manager that the equivalent of 43 p/ys had been reassigned to research, but
evidence available to us indicates that this has been largely a paper exercise, not a real
increase in research effort.
Finally, we would again emphasize that the most serious handicap to agricultural
research and technology tranfer in Canada is the shortage, not the deployment of scientific
effort. ln relation to the nations with which we compete, Canadian dedication to research has
been meagre throughout the terms of several successive governments. The impact is starting
to be felt. We
to change our investment policy now. The payoff time is long , but we have
no choice if we are to maintain self-sufficiency and independence in food in a world of
growing population and dwindling resources.
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HOW

YOUR SPEAKER
H.V. Danks
Natlonal Museum, Ottawa

/ntroduction
Many items
been published on how to present scientific papers.
little has been written from the speaker's
ln the past few years
attended the meetings of
biological societies, and
papers, attended papers
by others, and chaired sessions. I
also
been fortunate enough to
institutions in North America and to present a
of seminars and lectures.
been
with courtesy and
consideration . ln a few places,
one or more of the facilities that would make
a talk easier
been
or
For the information of seminar chairmen, meeting organizers,
and so on, summarize here some ways to make a speaker comfortable. Not all of these
suggestions will be feasible in
place,
facilities, but many of them are
simple. ln essence, making your speaker happy requires only a little planning and
care. n my experience, the items most commonly
among those listed below
are numbers 8, 14, 20, and 32.
Scheduling
1. Schedule the talk to
other competing
so that the interested audience can
be present.
to most of the expected audience (5 p.m . on
2. Schedule the talk at a time of day
Friday is not a good time) .
3. ln a meeting with simultaneous sessions in nearby rooms schedule coffee breaks for all
sessions together, so that a continuing session is not
by corridor noise.
4. Book a suitable room well in
(and see 6) .
Publicity
5.
the talk adequately, and in
Post or circulate title, abstract or commentary, room , and time for the target audience. (Don't simply telephone people the day
before;
changing rooms or times if at all possible.)
Facilities
Room
6. Choose a room suitable for the size of the expected audience. lf in doubt, err slightly on
the large side.
7. Arrange seating, etc., so that the audience can see comfortably . lf the seating has to be
rearranged , do it before the audience
Audio-visual aids
8. Check beforehand that power sources, electrical cord lengths, etc., are adequate forthe
aids.
a projector and screen adequate for the size of the hall . (Siides shown on an
9.
undersized screen cannot be seen properly from the back of the hall .)
a projector support that is similar to the height of the screen (or
an
10.
angled screen) , so that keystoning of images does not occur.
11 .
a remote control, with extension if necessary, so that the speaker can change the
slides (see also numbers 33 and 34) .
12. Make sure that a spare bulb for the projector is
13.
wide-slot slide magazines (some types of slide mounts jam in narrow slots) .
14.
a pointer. lf the size of room orfragility of the screen requires a light-pointer, use
only the best quality, and fresh batteries, so that the light-arrow can be seen clearly
in a partly lighted room .
15. Ensure that the room can be darkened sufficiently to make the slides legible .
16.
an
projector if the speaker requests it. Try to place it so that it does not
block the
of any slides.
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17.

a microphone if the hall requires it. Clip-on microphones are easierto work with
than fixed ones because
by the speaker does not alter the
18. Test the microphone beforehand to eliminate feedback or other problems.

Other items
19.
a
for the speaker's
(most speakers use
or
cards) ; the
lectern should be high
that the speaker
read without
20.
a
light so that the speaker can see the
while slides are
The
should be adjusted so that it does
the
Speaker preparation
21 . lf you are
called away,
the speaker of
22.
the speaker time to prepare the slides
a spare projector
magazine.
23.
the speaker of how
time limits will be
(e.g.
24. Especially for
speakers (e.g.
show them the room
how to work the slide projector,
projector, lights
co. if necessary.
25. Schedule the speaker's time to allow for a meal if
before thetalk (I
a
2 p.m. talk without
after a
scheduled
following a pre-flight 6 a.m .
breakfast) .
/ntroducing the speaker
26. Remember to ask the speaker before the talk for
facts for your
27. Come to the talk ,
be
time, if you are scheduled to
the speaker.
28. Choose a style of
suitable for the
29. Keep the
short, especially a time-limited
(the
usually
to hear the speaker,
the
30.
the speaker's key
the
based
earlier
formal
31 .
the speaker as a substitute, third choice, etc.
32. Remind the audience of the title of the talk,
full
correctly (check it!), as you finish
the
During the talk
33.
for
34. Make sure the

to switch the lights
projector
or off as required .
charge of the lights knows how they work (such
light shows
the talk) .

CANADIAN INSECT STAMPS
set of four stamps
butterflies will be issued by the
Postal
to
with the
Congress of
taking place at
UBC,
3-9 July 1988. The
office of
Post will set up a station at
the
4 July, the date of issue,
wlll supply first day
as well as a special
post mark forthe Congress. Each stamp will
a 374:
and depict
of the
butterflies:
tiger swallowtail , Papilio g/aucus canadensis (Rothschild &
Shorttailed swallowtail, Papilio
blue, Lycaeides idas
arctic, Oenis macounii (Edwards)
stamps by CPC is
This issue of
appeared
Canadian Stamps.
the past forty years, ESC
Post to issue stamps
when the
Congress of
the
of the
about this happy turn of
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historic

as it will be the first time

has
requested
early effort was made
1956
met for the first time
at
Board
the past four years has brought

lt is hoped that all members of the Society,
those
the
or
those
philately, will
a first
series of these historic stamps
they
go
sale at the
4 July. They would also make much appreciated gifts for your
colleagues
especially those outside
The
of
Members, House of
Ottawa, for
the
ESC request,
the Biosystematics Research
Agriculture
Ottawa, for
the butterflies is
Ray F. Morris

PERSONALIA
Alexander (Aiex) Maltland Harper
Dr. Alex
Harper retired
December 31, 1986,
after 39 years of research on sugarbeet and forage insect
pests. Alex obtained his B.Sc . in 1948and his M.Sc. in 1951
from the
of Alberta. Alex cooperated
basic
research and controls for the sugarbeet root aphid, root
maggot, and cyst nematode, the European corn borer,
gall-forming insects, and while studying the aphids of
Alberta, he recorded 147 different species. ln addition , he
assisted in determining the role of forage insects in the
transmission of
wilt in alfalfa. Alex is recognized
and internationally for his research published as 40 scientific and more than 155 technical articles.
and operation of the phytotron at the
Alex performed a key role in the
Lethbridge Research
He has acted as
scientists and engineers in many
countries that were
plant growth facilities , and he has lectured on phytotron
facilities
Japan, Hong Kong, and the People's Republic of China. Alex has also
on many
research projects during his career, as well as
as
Head of the Crop Entomology Section at the Research Station at Lethbridge . He has
as external examiner of the Western Committee on Crop Pests, and was charter
member of the Entomological Society of Alberta.
Alex has
locally as a Director of the YMCA, the Canadian Club, Japanese
Garden Society, and Lethbridge Association for Bright Children .
Alex and his wife, Georgean,
four children. They plan to reside
Lethbridge and
and enjoying their many hobbies.
spend time

E.S.M. Scholarshlp Winner
Darren Pollock
Pollock was awarded the 1987 Entomological Society of Manitoba Scholarship .
Darren is in the Department of Entomology,
of
where he is working on a
Master's project on the taxonomy of the genus Pytho (Coleoptera) under the
of
Dr. R.E. Roughley.
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BEST GRADUA

STUDENT PAPER (1987)

Sheila Fitzpatrick, co-winner of the prize for the best paper presented bya graduate student at the Annual
Meeting of the ESC at Penticton, C., receiving her award from her thesis supervisor, Jeremy McNei/.

B.C.C. Gold Medal
K.G.
Dr. Ken
Vice President (Academic Affairs) York
and distinguished
Canadian biologist,
the Biological Council of Canada Gold Medal atthefall meeting
of the Canadian Council of
Biology Chairmen (CCUBC) in St. John's, Newfoundland .
Dr.
is an outstanding research scientist and teacher, and an exceptionalleader in
of biology in Canada. Academically, he
his undergraduate training
the
at the
of Western Ontario and a Ph .D. from Cambridge. He joined the lnstitute of
Parasitology, McGill
and
as Director from 1964 to 1974, before joining the
faculty at York
when he has
as Biology Department Chairman, Dean of
Science, and now Vice-President.
The originality and quality of Dr.
research is his forte. His particular interest is in
physiology of insects, especially the understanding of neuro-secretory
the
functions . His interest in science is contagious, and the record of his graduate students is
ample
As a leader in the Canadian biological commun ity, Dr.
has
on NSERC grant
selection committees and other Council
as President of the Canad ian Society of
Zoologists, of the Biological Council of Canada, of the CCUBC and of the Huntsman Marine
Laboratory. He is a member of the Royal Society of Canada.
Ken
energy and
to science seems to
no limits. His generosity and
of effort to science are gratefully appreciated . The BCC Gold Medal is but a small
token of this recognition .
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Obltuary
Stuart McDonald
1919-1987
Stuart "Stu "
passed away February 27, 1987,
after a
He was 68 years of age.
Stu was
grew up
in
where he went to high school . He
the Royal
Air Force from 1940-45
his Bachelor of Science degree in Honors
Biology 1950,
Master's degree lnsect Toxicology
1952, from the
of Western
He
Agriculture Canada Forest Biology Research Laboratory
Sault Ste. Marie,
1950,
in 1953, he joined the
Lethbridge Research Station as
lnsect Toxicologist. Stu
was
with the toxicology of numerous
on
insect pests
his career he published
more
140
papers on the subject.
Stu was appointed Head of the Crop Entomology
1979, a position that he held
his retirement 1983, after
39 years of Federal
Stu is
by his wife
and their three
Lethbridge. He will be sorely missed by his

one daughter. Enid resides
associates.
D.L. Struble

REVIEWS
Griffiths, G.C .D. 1982-86. Files of the Nearctic
Vol . Vlll., Pt. 2, Nos. 1-5, Cyclorrhapha
11 (Schizophora: Calyptratae) ,
Schweizerbart'sche
Stuttgart
Lubrecht & Cramer, RD1 ,
244, Forestburgh,
12777) .
1, 1982, 160 pp., 219 figs. , US$39.76;
2, 1983, pp. 161-288, figs. 220-399, US$39.76;
3,
1984, pp . 289-408, figs . 400-526, US$32.30;
4, 1984, pp. 409-600, figs . 527-715, US$51.85;
5, 1986, pp. 601-728, figs . 716- 873, US$47.51. Paper
lt is a pleasure to write a
of a work as carefully prepared , as clearly argued and as
presented as this one. would predict that it will be,
completed ,
of the
of a large family of Diptera of an
zoogeographic region
produced .
lt can be justly and
compared with
of Palaearctic Muscidae and
Anthomyiidae but has
these: it had the major work of
(and
Suwa's excellent
of the
as well as
works by other authors) to
build upon ,
it is based on a
sample of material from all parts of the Nearctic
Region , whereas
had
material from the eastern 2/ 3 or more of the
Palaearctic Region .
H.C. Huckett for about 50 years worked almost alone
Nearctic
he did
much important work, and was one of the first dipterists to collect
in
Europe
compare the material with Nearctic specimens.
he relied too
on
colour
bristle characters so that
synonymy
of
sexes resulted . Dr. Griffiths,
his
is completed , will
put
of the
Nearctic (including
fauna on a sound
and , almost as important,
will
indicated clearly where many of the
problems are.
The work
with a brief discussion of morphological terms (particularly ofthe head
and male
interesting attempt to
as
as possible
of the
of
or
of authors) , and a critique of
last
two papers
homology of
parts of the male
list of references
is
at the end of
3
the first few pages of
4; it is expected to be
complete for the whole series.
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The remainder of the
numbers present a taxonomic treatment of six genera (and of
one species of a
Huckett included 130 species (out of ca 510 in the Nearctic
catalogue) in the genera treated by Griffiths; it is therefore probable that 2/3 of the Nearctic
species remain to be treated. Three of the four larger genera are
into two subgenera
each; these genera or subgenera are further
into sections, sometimes subsections, and superspecies. These last three categories are each named for an included species.
Many Palaearctic (and a few Neotropical) species are also assigned to these groups, sometimes on the basis of specimens examined, more often from published illustrations of terminalia (especially those given by Hennig and Suwa) . An attempt has been made to establish the
monophyly of each genus, subgenus and subordinate group on the basis of synapomorphous
characters, usually but not always those of the male and female terminalia. These characters
are discussed at some length for each group ; when such apomorphies are weak or doubtful
the author does not hesitate to say so and to suggest other possibilities. For the two subgenera of Pegomya, for Eutrichota, and for Pegoplata, the four largest groups, argumentation
schemes in the form of charts based on the apomorphous and plesiomorphous characters of
ungrouped species) are given.
each superspecies (or
The treatment of the species is excellent.
significant references to North American
literature, and some to Palaerctic literature, are
sources for other Palaearctic references (usually Hennig) are often cited .
type specimens are mentioned; almost all from North
America were examined and dissected , but information about those from the Palaerctic is
mostly from the literature. Each species is described, usually at considerable length but
sometimes briefly by comparison with a related species; the terminalia, although illustrated
for all available males and many females, are also fully described .
Synonymy is discussed in detail, as well as
or geographic
in color or
structure,
misidentifications mentioned in the literature, mixed type series, and
incorrectly associated sexes. Here again the approach is admirably
new synonsmy is porposed only if it seems definitely established (in a number of cases it has been
suggested but not adopted); subspecific differences are sometimes suggested but only rarely
formally recognized by names; in difficult groups of Pegomya females are associated with
males only if they
been reared from the same host.
life history data are summarized . This information consists mainly of records
of plant orfungus hosts of
of Pegomya (many of the plant records are new, mostly from
extensive rearing by Dr. Griffiths in northwestern North America) or records of mammal (or in
one case tortoise) burrows in or at which species of Eutrichota
been taken . One species
of Pegoplata and one of Calythea are known to breed in faeces, to which larvae of other
species are attracted . Some other features of biology are briefly noted , or literature references are
ln Pegomya s.s. all known
are leafminers; there is a strong correlation
between the family or suprafamily relationships of the hosts and the supraspecific relationships of the flies. ln Pegomya (Phoraea) the few known
of two other sections alllive in
fleshy fungi. For all genera treated larval biology, where known, offers strong support for the
taxonomic groupings.
Geographic distribution is treated in three ways . For each species an outline of distribution is presented, including significant new records , or, for all new species and some preconfused ones, records of all Nearctic specimens examined. Old World distribution,
based sometimes on specimens examined but usually on apparently reliable published
records , is briefly summarized. These records are followed by a list of states of U.S.A. and
Mexico and of
of Canada from which the species is known .
Distribution maps are few; I hopetheir number increases. The number of species mapped
in
numbers of the work is 6, 7, 1, 41 and 17. Maps with more than one species show
members of a single superspecies; in the few maps where ranges
the records are few
and the maps are usually easy to interpret.
redrawn from Hennig, the rest original) are almost all of
The 809 line drawings
details of male and female terminalia. They are large, clear, and generally excellent. The last
two numbers
a few photographs of heads, legs, etc.; these are adequate but not as clear
as the line drawings and I hope their use does not increase in later numbers.
The keys to species of each genus follow the descriptions (except for Calythea, where no
new species are described and the key precedes the descriptions) . With publication in
11umbers at different dates this is a reasonable procedure which wi ll
confusion about
the date of
of a species. The keys are based in large part on characters of the ·
terminalia visible, in many cases, only after maceration . This is not meant as a criticism -the
author has pointed out that many colour and bristle characters used in previous keys are
unreliable, but he uses them extensively where he feels it is safe to do so (as in the keys to the
species of Eutrichota).
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do,
one criticism .
generic key is included ; this means someone not
thoroughly familiar with the family will
difficulty determining whether a specimen
belongs to a genus treated and whether it can be identified . I think it likely that the author
groupeq all
species into genera before he began publication ; if a generic key is
possible wish he had
one. Perhaps, as with the keys to species , he did not want to
cause confusion in dates of publication of new genera, but this problem could
been
by a brief
of new genera immediately preceding the key. This is not the
best way to describe genera but would in the circumstances
been acceptable. Because
of this lack of a generic key, I
listed the genera treated by Griffiths , and , for each, the
genus or genera in which Huckett included the species of the genus as defined by Griffiths.
Thus species which run to Pegomya in one of Huckett's generic keys (and probably in those
of Drew and Steyskal) are placed by Griffiths in four different genera; those which key to
Calythea or
in Huckett are included by Griffiths in Calythea. ln the first list each
name is preceded by the number or numbers of the publication in which the genus is treated
and is followed by the number of species included , and , where applicable, the number
described as new.
Griffith5
1, 2, 3 Pegomya 92 sp. (27 n. 5p)
9 sp. (4 n. sp.)
3
n. gen ., 1 sp.
3
Eutrichota 54 sp. (6 n. sp .)
4, 5

Huckett
Pegomya s.s. (p.t.)

5

Pegoplata 24 sp. (10 n. sp .)

Pegomya s.s. (pt.)

5
5

4 5p. (1 n. 5p.)
Calythea 5 5p.

Pegomya s.s. (pt.)
Pegomya s.5. (pt.)

Hylemya (Paragle) (pt.)
Calythea

wi5h Dr. Griffith5 great 5uccess with the remainer of thi5
undertaking . I am 5ure
hi5
of the genera
and
which contain most of the Anthomyiidae
important in agriculture and forestry , are eagerly awaited by the many entomologi5t5 concerned with the family .
J.R . Vockeroth
Biosy5tematics Research Centre
Agriculture Canada
Ottawa, Ont.

Smith ,
1985.
of the genus Phyllotreta
of America North of Mexico Part
The maculate species (Coleoptera: Chrysomelidae, Alticinae) Fieldiana, Zoology (N .S.) ,
28: 1-168. US$25.00.
Phyllotreta i5 a large cosmopolitan genus of flea beetle5 which ha5 been badly in need of
in North America. ln the present paper the author revises the maculate specie5 group,
now repre5ented by 27 5pecie5. Nine new specie5 are de5cribed , 2 new synonym5 are
lectotypes are designated for 6 5pecies, neotypes are designated for 3 species, and 3 species,
known only from type females , are considered
sedi5.
Male5 and females can be keyed out out u5ing a well-written and well -illustrated key.
Each 5pecific treatment consi5ts of: complete 5ynonymy, diagnosi5 , de5cription of male and
female , di5CU55ion of type material, a 5hort account of biology, host plants of both adults and
references to
de5criptions, habits, distribution , specimens examined , and
finally , a discu5sion of relationships , nomenclature and etymology.
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The reader will notice immediately the excellent quality of the illustrations. All adult
habitus drawings are based on type material. The aedeagus is shown in dorsal, lateral and
drawn in three dimensions, and spermatheca is drawn laterally in three dimensions. The line drawings of the antennae and the distribution maps are neat. An appendix
the locality, the collection date, the location of the material and the number of the
specimens examined. detailed index of beetle and plant names allows a quick
of
information .
L. LeSage
Biosystematics Research Centre
Ottawa, Ont.
Anderson, R.S. and S.B. Peck . 1985. The Carrion Beetles of Canada and Alaska (Coleoptera:
Silphidae and Agyrtidae) . The lnsects and Arachnids of Canada, Part 13. Biosystematics
Research lnstitute Publication 1778, Agriculture Canada, Ottawa. 115 illus. , 121 pp.
This latest number in the "lnsects and Arachnids of Canada" series is the second on
Coleoptera , and
the small but ecologically important and frequently-encountered
families Silphidae and Agyrtidae (formerly part of Silphidae) . All 33 species recorded from
Canada and Alaska are treated in detail , with an additional 8 species known only from the
United States included in the keys.
The
treatment is more
than many of the
numbers in the
plus a summary of general
series. lncluded are: family descriptions of adults and
natural history and collecting and rearing methods; keys to the families and all North Ameriin English and French ; a detailed
can genera and species of adults and known
treatment of each species known from Canada and Alaska, with taxonomic synonymy,
diagnoses of adult and
distribution , natural history notes and geographic
a
glossary of 122 terms used in the text; a bibliography of 175 references; and an index to all
scientific names, including synonyms. Data, much of it original, is also
on known fossils
of the included species.
The taxonomic treatment is up-to-date and includes recent findings of the authors and
others (but there are no new taxa or nomenclatural changes made here) . Keys make liberal
use of clear and original figures (115 total) , and should allow easy and reliable identification
of the included taxa. The distribution of each species in Canada and Alaska is shown by a dot
distribution map , constructed from examination of specimens from
two dozen institutions and other sources . feature new to the Canadian faunal series, which hope will be
imitated in future treatments, is the inclusion of an inset map showing, by shading, the
approximate United States distribution of each Canadian species. This feature, plus the
inclusion in the keys of species restricted to the United States, makes the handbook of much
greater
to those interested in the entire North American fauna than the more strictly
Canadian treatments of
numbers. Natural history comments are concise but comand include much new information as well as an
of the modern
literature; this is the best summary of the subject in print.
omitted littlethat would be of general interest or utility. The use of more
The authors
whole-habitus drawings (there is only one) would probably
speeded up generic and
some species identifications, since many silphid species
a
characteristic habitus
and/ or color pattern , but this is a minor quibble since the keys are easy to use. noted only one
error worth mentioning : The family key to adults (page 10)
the length of agyrtids as
9-13mm , but lpelates and Agyrtes species can be as little as 4-5mm long , as the authors
correctly note in their species descriptions.
ln summary, the authors
a thorough and modern taxonomic
of the two
families in Canada and Alaska , as well as an
introduction to the natural history ofthe
species. The
is a
welcome addition to the Canadian faunal series, and in some
ways noted
it
exceeds the utility of
in the series.
Alfred F. Newton, Jr.
Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago
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Berridge, M.J., J.E. Treherne and V.B. Wigglesworth, Ed . 1985. Advances in lnsect Physiology, Volume 18. Academic Press, London, 445 pp. US$79.50.
With the current information explosion and recent practice of multi-authored
arising from meeting symposia, usually of a well-defined subject, the latest
of
ces in lnsect Physiology stands out as somewhat of an anachronism. The present
continues the practice of earlier numbers in that each contribution is of high quality, in fact , at
least two of the six chapters are excellent. There is considerable
in the length of the
contributions, ranging from 30 to 127 printed pages ; two of the chapters account for
half
of the present
What separates th is series from other multi-authored works,
is the
of
subjects represented,
though each falls within the realm of insect physiology. The
chapters are as follows: Ant Trail Pheromones
Attygalle and E.D. Morgan), Pattern and
Control of Walking in lnsects (D. Graham) , Cyclic Nucleotide Metabolism and Physiology of
the Fruit Fly Drosophila melanogaster (J .A. K iger Jr. and
Salz) , the
Physiology of Color Patterns in Lepidoptera (H .F. Nijhout), Nonspiking lnterneurons and
Motor Control in lnsects (M .V.S. Siegler) , and Structure and Regulation of the Corpus
Allatum (S.S. Tobe and
Stay) .
From the utilitarian
and perhaps a dash of nationalistic pride,
that the
last mentioned chapter by Tobe and Stay is the jewel of the present
This beautifully
comprehensive and
should be required reading for any graduate student
or researcher interested in
regulation of hormone titers in insects. Particularly
appreciated is the section on assays for
hormone synthesis,
the background , theory and deployment of both radio-chemical and radioimmunoassays . Although
much of the authors' recent work has used the
cockroach Diploptera punctata,
they have gone to great lengths to assemble and present findings from other taxa, often
allowing for comparisons between orders.
an
Graham 's chapter on the neuroethology of walking similarly
amount of experimental data, though in this case, much of the work results from studies with
one species, the walking stick, Carausius morosus. shortcoming of this chapter for some
readers , such as myself, is the detailed schematic figures , clearly not for the uninitiated . This
is a point of criticism which applies widely to the present
the information is often
detailed and made
more cryptic by the (necessary) use of highly specialized
terminology. As such, this
will probably not capture the interest of most readers, and
rather will
as a reference source in libraries for researchers with interests closely allied
to the chapter topics.
The chapter by Kiger and Salz, while suffering somewhat from the aforementioned
drawback, is most worthwhile read ing . The authors' goal was to " .. . point out the unique
contributions that a combined biochemical analysis and genetic analysis can make to an
understanding of the physiological roles of cyc lic nucleotides." Not only do they meet this
goal, but they
insight into a cross-disciplinary approach that should
useful for
of numerous other physiological processes and phenomena.
Theleast successful chapter, from my point of
is the brief contribution dealing with
ant trail pheromones. The authors
in detail the chemistry and specificity of these
substances, but only
cursory treatment to the glandular sources of the pheromones,
this chapter wanting in terms of insect physiology. Perhaps this chapter would be
more suitable in a
dedicated to chemical ecology, a subject on which many more
of this nature will doubtlessly appear.
The price of the current
warrants mention . Volume 18 of
represents a
60% increase in price
the
(1983) volume .
be fair , Volume 18 is 40% larger; on
has increased 14% in cost. ln spite of the superb quality of
a per page basis , the latest
the content and production of this
the bottom line is that it easily exceeds the $100
barrier in Canada, which will probably doom it to library
for the occasional
to the photocopier. With both personal and institutional budgets under
restraint, one
has to wonder how much longer a series such as
will be economically
Murray
lsman
Dept. of Plant Science
of British Columbia
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St. John, J.B.,
Berlin and P.C. Jack5on, Ed . 1985. Frontier5 of Membrane Re5earch in
Agriculture,
Symposia in Agricultural Research, Volume 9. Rowman & Allanheld ,
Totawa, NJ, 493 pp., US$58.50.
The pre5ent
is a compilation of
papers pre5ented at a sympo5ium held in
Maryland in May, 1984 and 5ponsored by the USDA. The thirty-one contributions
are arranged into eight 5ections with the following
headings: Membrane Structure
and Function, Membrane Manipulation, Membrane Function in Health and Nutrition, Nutrient
Absorption and Tran5port, Energy
and Membranes, Growth and Reproduction,
Membrane Dysfunction under Stre5sed Conditions, and Membranes and Toxin5. The
5ity of experimental subjects represented by the
chapter5 5uggest the fundamental
of biomembrane structure and function to
organi5ms. The
chapter5 range in subject matter from ''Aiuminum Toxicity in Plant5 .. ." to "Membrane
Receptors for Polypeptide Hormones in Beef and Dairy Cattle ... " . The only chapter which
directly deals with in5ects is that of Pichon and Pelhate entitled,
of ln5ect
Axon5: lts Modification by DDT and Pyrethroid lnsecticides. "
Almo5t all of the chapters include data pre5ented as figure5 or table5, roughly half of
which are attributed to earlier publications.
the general
one get5 from
many of the contributions is that the information pre5ented is right up-to-date, at lea5t at the
time of the 5ymposium . All but the introductory chapter include an abstract, which is helpful
to the reader in peru5ing the large number of contributions.
Lyons and Breidenbach conclude the
with an excellent summary which briefly
underlines the
of
membrane5, and methods for manipulating membrane5,
and points out a number of 5pecific que5tions which need be addres5ed by future research in
this field.
The production quality is
good, although the figures and table5 re5ult from cameraln 5pite of the dearth of topics
ready copy, 50 the quality of data presentation is
directly linked to entomology, any entomologi5t with an interest in membrane 5lructure and
function should find thi5
certainly worthy of
Murray
lsman
Dept. of Plant Science
of British Columbia

Surdick, Rebecca F. 1985. Nearctic genera of Chloroperlinae (Piecoptera; Chloroperlidae) .
lllinoi5 Biological Monographs #54,
of lll inois Press, 146 pp. US$14.95
The Chloroperlinae represented one of the few remaining group5 of Nearctic Plecoptera
in which thetaxonomy was patently deficient. Although the adult5 had been 5tudied by Ricker
(1943, lndiana
Publ ., Sci . Ser. 12: 1-145; 1952, ibid. 18: 1-200) and the relationship5 of
many
line5 recognized, it wa5 still difficult if not impos5ible to identify females
and nymphs at the genus
The publication of Ms. Surdick's (1971) di55ertation has therefore long been awaited by
North American students of stoneflie5 (though the more impatient among u5 had ordered a
photocopy of a microfilm from
Microfilm5 lnternational). The pre5ent monograph
appear5 to be a
reproduction of the the5is and the only
the photocopy is the lower price and a better quality of the illu5trations .
The aim of the study i5 twofold : to
a rede5cription and asse55ment of the genera
based on adult, nymphal and egg characteristic5 and to elucidate phylogenetic and biogeographical relation5hips between them.
The descriptions are thorough and clear and illustrated by a large serie5 of drawings
which are both preci5e and aesthetic. The greate5t contribution consi5!5 in the
de5cription5 of the mature nymph5, which are all original . The author list5 the material she
5tudied, but unfortunately doe5 not distingui5h between adults and immature5, 50 that it is not
pos5ible to know what generalization5 can be made from the descriptions of the nymphs. She
key5 to the male5, females , and mature nymph5 and the two latter are the more
original and intere5ting . I found it annoying that she does not mention many
studies
(e.g. Hitchcock 1968, J.N.Y. Entomol. Soc . 76:39-46 ; Fiance 1977, Psyche 83: 308-316) which
represent early attempt5 to deal with the difficult taxonomy of the group, particularly of the
females and the nymph5. new genus .(Piumiperla) erected and must admit that reacted
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to the addition of yet another genus to
order which is
with them .
would
much preferred a species-group or at the most a
forthis category. The
author follows the recent
trend in Plecopterology and thus contributes to
of a hierarchy of
categories
and species
adds to
the
of ecologists and other
users of keys to stoneflies.
The
biogeographical analyses are
set of
23 characters are
mostly from the adult male;
structures are used only
one branch (Sweltsa-AIIoperla) of the
scheme", which found
Admittedly the
few characters, but I would
expected more from
study of their morphology.
The study lays
foundation for the
study of this subfamily;
with other Palaearctic
will now be more readily assessed ;
are possible with a degree of
a
basis;
will
be
to elaborate species keys at least
regional bases.
contribution,
only thorough , but
Harper
de
Shear, William
(Ed). 1986. Spiders : webs,
Press, Stanford , California 94305. IVI - 492 pp. US$55.00
The most
feature of spiders is their
use of silk, and the
most
use of silk is the production of
webs. The study of these
was
by H.C. McCook (1889-90)
his
Spiders
Their
Shear's book
ways updates McCook's by a
all pertinent
and
modern methods to bear
such teasers as
do
spiders choose a spot for web-building?" and " What properties of the web permit spiders to
be so accurately informed about incoming prey?"
The book's purpose, as stated in the editor's preface, is " to
an outline for future
research , and a framework
which the
results may be placed ." Although
slanted toward orb webs, reflecting the literature, other
of webs are by no means
and a strong
approach is
in all of the 13 chapters by some 16
authors. The authors are all world-class
their fields .
The
of web sites is treated by
Janetos in Chapter 1
by
Reichert
Rosemary Gillespie Chapter 2.
properties of the
intact orb web are examined by Mitch Masters, Hubert Markl and Anne Moffat (Chapter 3) .
Prey
are studied by William Eberhardt (Chapter 4) ,
the
of
reduced webs by Mark Stowe (Chapter 5) . Other specializations are the
curious triangular webs of the Ulobridae (Yael
Chapter 6) , the social
Mallos
gregalis (William
Chapter 7) , communal orb webs (George Uetz, Chapter 8) , the webs
of the strange salticid Portia (Robert
Chapter 9) ,
those the mygalomorph and
liphistiid spiders (Fred Coyle , Chapter 10) . The
of web
is
by James Carico (Chapter 11 ).
thorough
of the
and major
of orb webs is made the
Coddington who argues the cases for
monophyly in the orb
spiders (Chapter 12) . The whole gamut of web building is
analysed by William Shear in
of web-building
in spiders; a third
generation of hypotheses" (Chap . 13). Shear also
the introduction to the book, and
arachnologists
owe him much for his wise selection of topics and of authors and
for bringing the whole book together into a coherent piece. At the end ofthe book is a 30-page
taxonomic glossary that
the main features and status of the many genera and higher
categories of spiders mentioned in the text. The index is a useful one.
The book is remarkably current in spite of a long gestation period (literature entries thin
noticeably after 1982) . Some of the photographs appear a bit wan . single typographic error
was spotted . On balance the editor's goals are met, and this work
a place beside
Witt's
Spider's Web: Problems in Regulatory Biology" , Witt and
"Spiders and
Vibratory Signals: Sensory Reception and
Significance", and Nentwig 's
siology of Spiders". offer my congratulations to all .
C.D. Dondale
Biosystematics Research Centre
Ottawa , Ont.
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AVAILABLE
For more than sixty years, the Rocky Mountain Biological Laboratory (RMBL) of Gothic,
Colorado has offered summer courses in field biology to college students for academic
credit. Many renowned researchers
taught a
of classes
the years. The RMBL
is now accepting application for future summer courses of eight weeks' duration . Room ,
Please contact the Director, RMBL,
519, Crested Butte,
board and a stipend are
Colorado, U.S.A. 81224. Further information and application materials will be sent after
receipt of a letter of interest.

ANNOUNCEMENT
The 36th annual meeting of the North American Benthological Society will be held May
17-20, 1988 at the Paul W. Bryant Conference Center on the campus of the
of
Alabama, Tuscaloosa, Alabama. The meeting will be hosted by the Department of Biology
and co-hosted by the Geological
of Alabama. The theme of the plenary session will be
European
in Running Water Ecology and will feature Drs. Colin Towns!!nd
(Great Britain), Henri Decamps (France), and Dan Danielopol (Austria). There will also be a
lecture by Dr.
Hynes, who will
the first NABS Award of Excellence. Planned
special sessions and symposia include the Systematics of Neotropical Aquatic lnsects,
Benthic Microbial Communities: lnteractions and Processes, Ecological Relationships in
Macrophyte Zones, Aquatic Toxicity Studies: Field Validation, a special workshop on the role
of benthos in impact assessment, and a forum on the use of computers in benthic studies. ln
addition to contributed papers on benthic
papers dealing with the following
topic areas are encouraged: benthic fish and algae, macrophytes, organic matter processing ,
interactions, aquatic toxicology, and water quality monitoring . For more
information contact:
Dr. Amelia
Ward
Department of Biology
of Alabama
1927
Tuscaloosa, AL 35487-1927
(205) 348-1796

SCIENCE POLICY COMMITTEE
ldeas Wanted
The Science Policy Committee maintains a dossier of important entomological subjects
in need of study. lt also maintains a file of neglected areas of research . This
has gone
on since 1981 , and has resulted in significant actions . For example, the Biological Control
Workshop sponsored by Agriculture Canada in Winnipeg in 1986 and the Microbial
lnsecticides report (suppl . to Bull . ESC
18) were responses to a need emphasized by
of the "neglected areas"
been accepted by the Biological
Dossier items.
as part of its mandate.
are being asked to suggest any matters that you think should be included in either
file. Please document the reasons the matter needs special attention , and suggest if possible
what action should be taken , by whom , when, and how.
Current Dossier items are:
1. The need for permanent
research on the role of insects in the
of renewable natural resources .
2. Pest Control Products Act:
in light of current ideas about pest management.
3.
regulations for the registration of pest control operators and dealers in
agricultural chemicals : a
study.
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4. Accidentally introduced insects: identification and regulation .
5. Biotechnological techniques.
Current items in file on neglected areas are:
1. lnsect transmission of disease [in animals and plants].
2. lnsect resistance to insecticides.
I will propose that the Committee consider a policy statement that documents
underfinancing of research as folly, and points outthat research in entomology can yield high
returns on investment.
Please send your proposals to Doug Eidt.
4000, Fredericton,
or give
them to Nello Angerilli, Ozzie Morris, Joe Shorthouse, Ed Becker, Jeremy McNeil, Dan
Quiring, or Tom Smith if more convenient.
D.C. Eidt, Chairman
Science Policy Committee

COMMITTEES OF
ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF CANADA
Nominating
A.L. Tomlin (Chairperson)
G . Surgenor
C. Cloutier

London
Guelph
Quebec

Elections
C. Vincent (Chairperson)
G. Boivin
N.J. Bostanian
Fellowships
D.G . Harcourt
D.C. Eidt
R.F. Morris (Chairperson)
A .G. Rob inson
J.R. Kelleher
Harris

Jean
Jean
Jean

1988
1988
1989
1989
1990
1990

Ottawa
Fredericton
John's
Winnipeg
Ottawa
Regina

Achievement Awards
J.N . McNeil (Chairperson)

Quebec

Annual Meeting (1988) (Committee not needed)
By-Laws, Rules and Regulations
G .H . Gerber (Chairperson)
G .K. Bracken

(204) 269-2100

Student Affairs
D. Bergvinson
Finance Committee
A .C. Schmidt
(to be appointed)
Smith (Chairperson)
S. Marshall
G . Gibson
R. Foottit

Winnipeg
Winnipeg

Burnaby

1988
1988
1989
1989
1990
1990
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Ottawa
(613) 996-1665

Ottawa
Guelph
Ottawa
Ottawa

Heritage
P.W. Riegert (Chairperson)
Harper
J.H. Kelleher

(306) 584-4224

lnsect Common Names and Cultures
L.S. Thompson (AES)
no name submitted (ESQ)
J.S. Kelleher (ESO)
P.D. Syme (ESO)
G.B. Neill (ESS)
J.R. Spence (ESA)
Belton (ESBC) (Chairperson)

Charlottetown

(604) 420-3181

Membership
Specht (AES)
P.J. Albert (ESQ)
D.J. Madder (ESO)
Holliday (ESM) (Chairperson)
P.G. Mason (ESS)
J.R . Spence (ESA)
R. Allero (ESBC)

Ottawa
Sault Ste. Marie
lndian Head
Edmonton
Burnaby

Montreal
Lindsay
(204) 474-8365
Saskatoon
Edmonton
Victoria

Education
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